CHEMISTRY

Faculty

Christopher J. Fennell, PhD—Associate Professor and Interim Chair

Regents Professors: K. Darrell Berlin, PhD (emeritus); Frank D. Blum, PhD (Harrison I. Bartlett Chair); Richard A. Bunce, PhD; Warren T. Ford, PhD (emeritus); Barry Lavine, PhD; Lionel M. Raff, PhD (emeritus); Ziad El Rassi, PhD

Professors: John I. Gelder, PhD (emeritus); Nicholas Materer, PhD; Smita Mohanty, PhD; Mark G. Rockley, PhD (emeritus); Charles S. Weinert, PhD

Associate Professors: Sadagopan Krishnan, PhD; MartinMcCullagh, PhD; Laleh Tahsini, PhD; Yolanda Vasquez, PhD; Jimmie Weaver, PhD

Assistant Professors: Jeannie Bolliger, PhD; Gabriel Cook, PhD; David Miller, PhD; Jacinta Mutambuki, PhD; Spencer Pitre, PhD; Elijah Schnitzler, PhD

Teaching Assistant Professors: Tyler Bartholome, PhD; Tracy Kerr, PhD; Reza Latifi, PhD

Instructors: Iob Asfaha, PhD; Mohammad Ebqa’ai, PhD; Martha Halihan